
LAST MINUTE CHARTER

FOILERS

THE FASTEST...
In the ‘I want to be the
fastest...’ series, we have
Wot Rocket, an
Australian tripod which is
a worthy successor to the
mythical Yellow Pages
Endeavour. For the
moment, the Australian
challenger admits that
although the French

Hydroptère is more ‘rustic’, it should be able to stand the
pressure better. But Sean Langman is certain of one thing: he
“thinks that it is capable of going faster”... 

To be continued on http://wotrocket.com

OR THE FASTEST!

Over in England, they are 
thinking, working, testing, with
the aim of beating the absolute
water speed record. The project
is called Vesta Sailrocket.
Sailrocket 1exists and Paul
Larsen, who is in charge of the
project and pilots the machine,

is working hard to quickly launch n°2...which should, 
of course, be the fastest... 

www.sailrocket.com

ENAV, SIMPLIFIED CALCULATION 
OF YOUR COURSE... 

We don’t navigate just on the water, but also on the net.
And above all, we prepare our cruises here. Uship has just
launched a new web site which allows you to calculate your
route easily and quickly. It would be hard to make it simpler,
as all you have to do is enter your departure and arrival
points, and the possible stopovers. A few microseconds
later, you will know what course to steer... 

www.uship-enav.fr

HYBRID PROPULSION

EXCEPTIONAL

Alessandro di Benedetto, our favourite Italian, already the
holder of the record for crossing the Atlantic singlehanded
aboard a sport catamaran, then the Pacific, again singlehan-
ded and on a sport cat, is on the way to realising another
feat: sailing round the world non-stop and with no outside
assistance, via the three Capes, and in... a Mini 6.50. OK, it’s
a monohull, but it is nevertheless worthwhile having a look
and encouraging him.

www.alessandrodibenedetto.net

You’ve had enough
and want to go on
holiday now,
without having to
wait... Here is a solu-
tion for finding the
cat of your dreams
for charter, with a
departure in the
next 30 days. The
prices are obviously
reduced and the

data base contains over 500 charter companies. Enough to
find what you are looking for... 

www.bateauminute.com

Beware, this is a site for
enthusiasts... Here they only
talk about foilers: the oldest,
such as Paul Ricard or
Hydrofolies, as well as the
latest techniques. And as is
right and proper on a blog,
you can leave comments. In
short, the essential site for
all those of you interested
in speed, especially in this
pre-Route du Rhum period... 

http://foils.wordpress.com

THE ‘GRAND LARGE CAFE’ IS OPEN

ON THE 7 SEAS

SSCA (Seven Seas Cruising Association) is an association
which puts all those interested in voyaging by boat in
contact with each other. Si if you intend to cast off one
day, or if you are at sea at the moment, have a look at the
association’s site, whose forum is very active, and gives
lots of advice... 

www.ssca.org

Is the hybrid the future of leisure sailing? Hard to say, but
on the other hand, for more information about electric
propulsion, visit this web site, to find out everything about
the techniques and methods.

To be continued on www.electricmarinepropulsion.org
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ON THE NET

Created by Outremer Yachting (and Allures Yachting), this site is 
dedicated to ocean cruising under sail. Through the pages: log books,
destinations, life aboard, preparation and techniques, visitors can find
information and advice for preparing their voyage or quite simply to
dream. The site’s ergonomics have been particularly studied to give
emphasis to visual material (photo galleries and Web TV) and to faci-
litate searching for information (internal search engine, classification

by categories and key words, and ocean cruising directory). The participant aspect has been 
highlighted, thanks to visitors’ comments, and the sharing of information via the social networks
(Twitter, Facebook...). It will be hard not to succumb to the call of the ‘Grand Large Café’.

www.grandlargecafe.com
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